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FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $39* SHOP IN STORE, ONLINE, OR BY PHONE!
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR EMAILS FOR THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND DEALS!

PRO MAX MODULAR ELECTRIC PROMAX REBEL YOUTH
SNOW HELMETS
SNOW HELMETS
Lightweight, comfortable helmets. Amazing value with no
compromises to features. Sizes: Adult XS-5XL.

Lightweight, comfortable helmets with double lens shield and
many safety features. Sizes: XS-L.

FROM $24999
PRO MAX ADULT SNOW
JACKETS

ONLY $16499
PRO MAX YOUTH SNOW
JACKETS

PRO MAX DRIVEN
MONOSUIT

Extremely warm and water resistant. Air vents,
storm cuffs and many other features to keep
you comfortable and safe. Sizes: Men’s XS-3XL.
Women’s 4-16.

FROM $44999
PRO MAX ADULT SNOW
PANTS

Equipped with Flotex flotation assist technology. Breathable, Equipped with Flotex floation assist technology. Breathable,
waterproof jackets with superior warmth. Sizes: Men’s
waterproof jackets with superior warmth. Sizes:
XS-7XL.
Child 2-4. Kids’ 6-8. Youth 10-18.

Equipped with Flotex floatation assist technology.
Made with breathable and waterproof fabric.
Sizes: Men’s XS-7XL.

Cover Photo Credit: Courtesy of Martin Lortz for Destination Ontario

PRO MAX YOUTH SNOW
PANTS
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Outer shell provides excellent wind and water
resistance. Breathable material with superior
warmth. Sizes: Child 2-6X. Youth 7-18.

ADULTS FROM $12999
YOUTH FROM $6999

FROM $124

FROM $379

99

99

MAXX
COMPOSIT
STUDS
SLYDOG SKI CARBIDES
Buy individually or in packs.
SNOWMOBILE TRACKS
KIT COMBO Huge selection of carbides.
Includes a pair of skis, loops,
Tracks
for
riders
who
need
DOLLY
mount kit & carbides!
great handling on groomed,
012-960

hard pack trails.
Exclusive to Royal Distributing

Exclusive to Royal Distributing

ONLY $17999 FROM $54999 FROM $199
DAYCO BELTS WOLFTECH
GRIP
Engineered to provide maxiBATTERIES
HEATER KIT
mum performance under the
most extreme conditions.

FROM $3699

Wolftech AGM batteries are
a high-quality, low-cost
alternative to OEM.

FROM $3499

012-170
External model. For use under standard grips. Includes
switch. Sold in pairs.

FROM $3499

MAXX
SNOWMOBILE
JACKSTAND
012-930
Lightweight and stable.

FROM $31999 FROM $5499 $8999
MAXX ICE
IDLER
MAXX
SCRATCHERS DOLLY SET
WHEELS
OEM replacements made with Long-lasting stainless wire
rope. Use in the down
the highest quality.
position at all times.

012-952
Made from heavy-duty steel
with extra-large platforms.

FROM $8499

$5999

MAIL ORDER: 1-800-265-2970 M-F 8AM-6PM EST EN/FR | SHOP ONLINE 24/7: WWW.ROYALDISTRIBUTING.COM
RETAIL STORES: GUELPH (519) 822-7081

INNISFIL (705) 431-9364

Looking Ahead To 2022

Awarded to OFSC TOP Trails by the
Government of Ontario.
OFSC Mission is to:
Provide leadership to member
organizations in our commitment
to enable exceptional snowmobile
trails and rider experiences throughout the
province.
OFSC Vision is that:
Snowmobiling is recognized and celebrated
as Ontario’s premier winter recreation and
tourism experience.
The OFSC Go Snowmobiling
Ontario Magazine
The OFSC GO Snowmobiling Ontario Magazine is
the voice for uniting snowmobile clubs, industry
stakeholders and snowbelt communities to
promote the recreational lifestyle, experience
and fun that OFSC trail riding offers Ontarians
every winter. Our goal is to grow snowmobiling
by attracting new participants, persuading
former riders to return, encouraging casual
snowmobilers and families to ride more — and
by urging everyone to do their sledding right here
in Ontario!
Keep Receiving This Magazine!
To keep your name on the list for the OFSC mailings and enewsletters, you must sign up for Rider
Advantage offers/benefits when you buy your
2022 Seasonal or Classic trail permit. If you don’t
sign up, we can’t keep you informed!
Canadian Council of
Snowmobile Organizations

FROM $2199

SUDBURY (705) 566-8111

WHITBY (905) 619-8000

OTTAWA (613) 663-3167

download the
go snowmobiling
ontario app
this winter!

WARNING: Some of the action shown in this
magazine is potentially dangerous. Almost all
riders photographed are professionals, racers or
experienced experts. It is strongly recommended
readers do not attempt to duplicate stunts
beyond their capabilities. Always wear a helmet,
boots and safety equipment.
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Find The Groomer

•latest trail availability
•SOCIAL MEDIA INTEGRATION*
•BROWSE, PLAN, SAVE AND SHARE TRIPS*
•VIEW NEARBY SERVICES AND ATTRACTIONS*
•RATE YOUR SNOW TOUR RIDES*
•SHARE YOUR LOCATION WITH FRIENDS*

Trail Traction
Prep Your Trailer

Because of many new challenges impacting print
publications, this will be the only issue of Go Snowmobiling
Ontario Magazine published this season. The OFSC will
continue to provide latest news & updates to snowmobilers
through its website, newsletter and Facebook page.

*available with pro version only!

PUBLISHER: Mark R. Lester / CO-PUBLISHER: Kent Lester / MANAGING
EDITOR: Matt Lester / OFSC EDITOR: Lisa Stackhouse /
ART & PRODUCTION: Andrew Knor / ADMINISTRATION: Barbara Lester,
Leslie Austen / CIRCULATION: Matt Lester / MARKETING: Paul Stewart,
Mike Lester, John Arkwright, Vern Putzer, Normand Trottier,
Guy Duhaime, Gary Broderick

upgrade to
pro for only
$3.99/year

ONTARIO FEDERATION OF SNOWMOBILE CLUBS:
9-322 King St, Barrie ON L4N 6L2 • 705.739.7669 • www.ofsc.on.ca

Supertrax Go Snowmobiling Ontario magazine is published yearly by SUPERTRAX
Publishing Inc. Undeliverable copies and change of address notices: 1025
Rouge Valley Drive, Pickering, ON L1V 4N8. Tel. 705-286-2135. Copyright
2021 SUPERTRAX Publishing Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced without the written consent of the publishers. Publishers are not responsible
for unsolicited manuscripts.
TOLL-FREE NUMBER FOR ADVERTISING & SALES ONLY:
1-888-905-TRAX (8729) For Address Changes and Corrections: mross@ofsc.on.ca
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BEST WESTERN SWAN CASTLE INN
By Ryan Eickmeier,
OFSC CEO

189 Railway Street, Cochrane, Ontario P0L 1C0

705-272-5200
www.bestwestern.com
T:

looking forward to 2022!
The 2020-21 Snowmobile Season is certainly
one we will remember for years to come. Who
would have thought that an already difficult job
– you know, thousands of volunteers getting
30,000 kms of trail ready each year – would
become even more challenging? Well, it did,
and our districts, clubs and volunteers met that
challenge head‐on.
Like all Ontarians, the OFSC was subject
to direction from our public health officials,
which sometimes varied by region. Despite
restrictions and a little bit of a later start than
normal thanks to Old Man Winter, our first trails
became available on December 14, 2020, and
we had more than 13,000 kilometres available
across 15 Districts by January 25, 2021. Even
with unusually low snowfall in some of our
northern districts throughout the season, we
averaged approximately 20,000 km through to
March 8, 2021, with a peak of 81% of our total
trail network available. Thank you to everyone
who fought through that adversity to make that
happen! As we turn the page and look ahead to
our 2022 season, I can confidently say that our
clubs are ready for whatever comes at them
(hopefully cold temperatures and buckets of
snow!).
As you are aware, the price of a seasonal and
classic permit increased by $5 this season; we
are privileged to be able to serve as stewards of
this incredible activity, and this is a decision we
did not take lightly. With rising costs of goods
and services as well as increased demand on our
trail system, this increase will allow us to put all
of these additional resources directly where they
are needed most, on the snow. After having held
firm on pricing since the 2018 season, we are
confident that this is a fair and balanced plan,
and the Snowmobile Trail Permit, authorized
by the Ministry of Transportation, continues
to offer exceptional value when compared to
many other recreational past times, particularly
if the weather cooperates!
With permit on sale as of October 1, 2021,
we are now in the final stages of getting the
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finishing touches in place for the upcoming
season. Trail work is underway, groomers are
waking up from their summer slumber and
riders are starting to get that winter itch to
pack their saddle bags, hitch up the trailer, and
chase the snow. To ensure we can roll out that
white ribbon, we have again made considerable
investments in our fleet and infrastructure, all in
an effort to ensure your Ontario snowmobiling
experience is world class. Our provincial fleet of
279 groomers will be ready to roll, buttressed by
an acquisition of 13 new and 2 used groomers,
a substantial refurbishment program, cascading
of equipment to the right areas, and 16 standby
units strategically placed around the Province.
On the technology side, you can also expect
some exciting enhancements to the Go
Snowmobiling Ontario App. Based on the
feedback of users from last season, we are

thrilled to be able to offer satellite map views,
social media check-in, automated trail status
updates, downloadable maps, as well as a host
of improvements to functionality. Keep an eye
out for more information and our release date
later this fall.
One final note - as you head out on the trails
this winter, be sure to thank the thousands of
volunteers who make this a reality. These folks
prop 30,000 kms of trail on their back each year,
and do so for nothing more than the satisfaction
of a job well done. Let’s also ensure we respect
our generous landowners, who have selflessly
permitted use of their land so we can access
new and exciting areas. They don’t ask for much
- simply that we stay on trail. Without these two
groups, organized snowmobiling would cease
to exist.
I wish you all a safe and fun season! . GSOM

A Partnership Decades In The Making

Come and experience the finest accommodation that Cochrane has to offer with a snowmobile
compound and special snowmobiler’s rate with trails to our door. Let the adventure begin!
Each Best Western branded hotel is independently owned and operated.

4-SEASON FUN FULL LINE BRP DEALERSHIP
299 Elm Street, Powassan, ON P0H 1Z0

705-724-2100 • www.gieslermarine.com

A Partnership Decades In The Making

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

SERVING SNOWMOBILERS

FOR 41 YEARS!

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca
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take The pledge To stayon the trail
No Trespassing - Snowmobile Legally & Respectfully on Private Property

“

Land use permission is a privilege not a right, and must be respected and
defended by every trail rider or more OFSC trails may be
permanently closed. Please Take The Pledge* to:

“
Toll Free: 1-877-708-8882
or 705-853-4434
240 Kukagami Lake Road, Wahnapitae, ON POM 3C0

www.sportsmanslodge.net
info@sportsmanslodge.net
Located on TOP C105 & C206D Trails, Ontario’s
most visited Snowmobile & ATV destination.
We invite you to come and experience our
1.1

Purchase and display a valid Snowmobile Trail
Permit to access OFSC trails on private property.

2 Show your respect and appreciation for private
2.
landowners by never wandering off an OFSC
trail to play in the powder, riding with loud
pipes, or doing any property damage.

3
3.

Slow down when passing close
to any residence or livestock
near an OFSC trail, always
being courteous and polite to
landowners and their families,
and carrying any garbage or
broken parts out with you.

rustic log resort with all the amenities. Great
food, great lodging and fuel on-site. The
Ultimate 4-Season Northern Ontario Resort
where adventure is yours for the taking!

4.
4

5
5.

Avoid following any tracks cut by
others who have left the trail.
Ride between the stakes, and never
knock them down or cut corners inside
a stake line.

6.
6

Avoid cutting through rope, tape
or snow fencing, avoid short cuts or
detours from the marked OFSC trail,
and obey signs warning to stay off
sensitive crop areas.

7.
7

Avoid entering nearby fields where
there are no trails.

8.
8

Stay off any trail that shows RED on the
Interactive Trail Guide (ITG) and/or is
marked as closed at the trail.

are your kids trained?
(age 12 and older)

more than 200,000
students trained

register to get your
motorized snow vehicle
operator’s license
online today!

9.
10. Never ride an ATV on any OFSC trail on
9
private property at any time of year.
11.
10

Make sure that everyone you
snowmobile with reads this OFSC
Trail Rider Code of Conduct and
understands the importance of staying
on the marked trail.

*The complete OFSC Trail Rider Code of Conduct
can be found online at: ofsc.on.ca
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for details and course info visit www.ofsc.on.ca
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My Eye-Opening Experience at the OFSC
B y P atri c ia R obinson

H

ow complicated could the OFSC and organized snowmobiling possibly be? Little did I know! My first exposure to snowmobiling happened in
2010, when my boyfriend offered to introduce me to his winter passion. I was a city girl with no powersports experience. So, I was unsure what
to expect on this first ride – especially with me wearing his spare gear and holding on for dear life as a passenger.

But I was instantly intrigued and impressed by a new world – an expansive
network of smooth trails, with intersections and signage that pointed us
to different towns, restaurants and gas stations. I wasn’t sure what to make
of being a passenger on one of these things, but when I got a chance to
drive, I was hooked!
I bought my first sled the following summer and have shared snowmobile

Communicating With You
As always, communication and engagement with
permit buyers remained a key priority for us last season,
including 35 weekly enewsletters.
Here are some of the stats:
• 2,298,322 - page views on OFSC website
(Apr. 1, 2020 to Mar. 31, 2021)
• 1,890,984 - views of the Interactive Trail Guide (ITG)
on the OFSC web site (Oct. 28, 2020 to Mar. 31, 2021)
• 55,533 - downloads of the Go Snowmobiling Ontario
Mobile App (including 31,908 upgrades to PRO
version).
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fever with Johnny ever since. Over the past 11 winters, we have ridden
extensively across Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia,
sometimes touring with the Intrepid Snowmobiler. Our travels have
introduced us to so many wonderful people, many of whom remain
great friends.
Through my own experiences and conversations with other sledders,
I became aware of many rider issues and concerns. I also wondered
what went on behind the scenes to make trails happen. So, when the
OFSC Communications Manager role became available, it was a great fit
where I could make a valuable contribution.
Getting Started: When I started there in mid-September 2021, COVID
restrictions had limited in-person business at the OFSC office, the
pressure was on from earlier than usual permits sales, and another
pandemic lockdown loomed with new rules regarding public health
regions and allowed activities. As a result, priority one became setting
up an online call centre to answer incoming OFSC calls remotely. Soon
after, where I live became a red zone; I could no longer travel to the
Barrie office.
After only a few weeks in my new job, my onboard training
continued while I orientated a new staff member, and jumped in to
assist permit buyers in a season like no other. I also first met most of
my new colleagues by Zoom. One year later, we have yet to return
to the office (and I still haven’t met some co-workers in-person), but
we have managed to collaborate very effectively to keep organized
snowmobiling operational.

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

Photo by Craig Nicholson, The Intrepid Snowmobiler

F r om B e h i n d T h e H a n d l e b a r s to B e h i n d T h e S c e n e s

Non-Stop Workload: Meanwhile, I was
experiencing a real eye-opener. Only a
handful of OFSC staff manage a host of items
on a provincial level – trail network, fleet
management, interactive trail guides and
apps, permit sales, customer service, insurance
and risk management, government relations,
communications,
marketing,
partnerships,
information systems and finances, plus so much
more.
And it never stops. In the summer months,
all sorts of planning, updates, enhancements,
partnerships and negotiations are in the works
to prepare for the next season. To be honest, no
time is good to take vacation because there is
always so much going on.
Highly Regulated Environment: Working at
the OFSC also opened my eyes to the true extent
of work that exceptionally dedicated club and
district volunteers deliver for riders across the
province. I also learned that the OFSC, the districts
and clubs are not-for-profit organizations that
exist within a highly regulated, political and
emotional environment. Permits are a product
on the Ministry of Transportation, sold by the
OFSC following MTO rules. The government also
sets the definitions and regulations related to
snowmobiles and trails. Insurance coverage is at
the mercy of the insurance industry.
Emotional Investment: Relationships with
volunteers, landowners, government officials
at local and provincial levels, partners, OEMs,
snowmobile dealers, law enforcement, etc.,
must be developed, nurtured and maintained
year-round. Dealing with many different people
who care so much comes with a lot of emotional
investment by everyone involved, including
snowmobilers – and OFSC staff.
My exposure behind the scenes at the OFSC
has been mind-blowing. When you think about
all the little details (and I am still learning them),
you realize why it takes thousands of passionate
people across this massive province. They pull
together all year long to carry out a bazillion tasks
that make organized snowmobiling a reality. It’s
the job of OFSC staff to help out wherever and
however we can.
Being a sledhead, my recently acquired
knowledge certainly makes me proud to be
part of this leading, grassroots, snowmobiling
organization. It also inspires me to provide
meaningful service for my fellow sledders. Now, I
realize how crucial it is that we find ways to help
others – and each other – understand, respect
and appreciate the depth of what is involved so
we can all continue to enjoy OFSC snowmobiling
for many years to come! GSOM
Patricia Robinson is an avid snowmobiler and
OFSC Communications Manager.

SERVING ORILLIA, ONTARIO SINCE 1949

70th

YEAR IN BUSINESS

WARNING: Professional rider on a
closed course. Polaris® recommends
that all snowmobile riders take a
training course. Do not attempt
maneuvers beyond your capability.
Always wear a helmet and other
safety apparel. Never drink and ride.

705-325-2746
Stop by and check out
our newly renovated

showroom

& large outdoor display.

Imagine being here, in every season.
Cottages, Campsite and Motel Rentals, Open Year Round, Restaurant and Gas on site, Event Centre, ATV and Snowmobile Friendly

705-636-5683 • 1-800-667-8076 • info@edgewaterparklodge.com • ww.edgewaterparklodge.com

38
THE TRAIL
STARTS HERE
NEW AND USED INVENTORY
SERVICE, PARTS & ACCESSORIES
HWY 47 & Douglas Rd.
Uxbridge, ON
905-852-5884

uxbridgemotorsports.com

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

®, TM and the BRP logo are
trademarks of Bombardier Recreational
Products Inc. or its affiliates.
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survey says

the total, with District 9 the highest at 12.6% – for them, a 5% increase
from previous surveys, probably attributable to very consistent snow
last winter.
COVID Precautions: As the COVID pie chart shows, many snowmobilers
took pandemic protocols seriously. Their choice of riding companions
shifted dramatically last winter. 88% of respondents rode with family,
others in their bubble or alone, with only 12% riding with other
companions instead of 50.5% in past years.
These outcomes reconfirm that, as promised, the OFSC delivered many
trails to ride last winter, with plenty of snowmobilers taking advantage
of decent snow across Southern Ontario to get good value for their
2021 permit while riding cautiously. Here are a few survey highlights:

A

ccording to the special OFSC Rider Opinion &
Preference Survey conducted in spring of 2021,
almost 83% of respondents agreed that the OFSC
did a good to excellent job of delivering the best possible
trail riding experiences last winter. In the context of a
season fraught with uncertainty and changing pandemic
protocols, this result is a tribute to the dedication of our
districts, clubs and volunteers.
Every second spring, the OFSC conducts a Rider
Opinion & Preference Survey. It’s one tool to help improve
trail riding experiences for snowmobilers. Following the
unusual winter last season, we did a special 2021 spring
survey. Then we compared results to the previous two
surveys (2018 & 2020) and were surprise to discover only
a few minor variations, including…

How Many Years
Have You Been
Snowmobiling?

How Many Responded: The number of respondents last spring was
5,839, compared to 9,485 in 2018 and 5,151 in 2020. This seems to signal
that snowmobilers were no less active in 2021, a notion supported by
the consistent number of kilometers ridden each survey season.

How Much Riding They Did: Those who did not ride at all increased
in 2021 by only 3.4% from previous years, much less than expected.
Meanwhile, the number of respondents who rode less than 2,999 km for
the winter numbered just over 81% for all surveys, hardly any change.
But perhaps reflective of more localized riding and less touring, the
number of those who rode more than 3,000 km was down by 3.6%, but
still a surprisingly small decrease.
Where They Rode: As for what OFSC districts respondents rode most
often, the numbers were very similar to previous surveys. Interestingly,
comparable numbers even occurred in Districts 10 (Parry Sound
Snowmobile District) and 11 (Near North Trail Association) where a
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public health region shut down many trails for weeks. Districts 1 (Upper
Canada Snowmobile Region), 2 (Central Eastern Ontario Snowmobile
Region), 6 (Snow Country Snowmobile Region) & 9 (Midwestern
Ontario) each scored a percentage of respondents more than 10% of

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

Thanks to everyone who took the time to participate in the survey!
Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca
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What Determines Trail Location?
B y Craig N i c holson

S

nowmobile trails don’t happen by magic. When you consider all the
factors involved, it’s amazing we have any trails at all…

As you’re riding OFSC snowmobile trails this winter, you may come across
an especially circuitous one and might well imagine that an inebriated
engineer designed it. Not so. In fact, most snowmobile trails are placed
only after much sober consideration, predetermined by a variety of
largely uncontrollable factors.
It’s estimated that each kilometer of new trail costs an average of
about $2,000 to build. Annual maintenance and grooming operations
run upwards of $400 per kilometre. So snowmobile clubs strive to get the
shortest and most direct routes to save as much money and volunteer
effort as possible. But trail location isn’t that simple.
Location, Location: First, there’s the question of why the trail is needed
in that location and where it is supposed to go. Often, the purpose is to
link services, communities or other existing trails. What can the club afford
to build and maintain? How will this new trail impact the club’s ability
to groom existing trails? Will the new trail be used enough to justify its
existence? How does it fit into the overall trail plan?
Sustainability: A sustainable route must be found. Sustainability is key
for a permanent trail, because anything other than long-term tenure
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can be a waste of very limited club resources – and your permit dollars.
So who owns the land and what long-term land use permission may
be available can determine the route. Any given proposal may involve
multiple property owners, both public and private, and the refusal of any
one of these can dramatically change the proposed route.
Wherever possible, preference is given to existing pathways such as
early settlement roads, trapper’s trails, cut lines, utility corridors, logging
roads, abandoned rail lines or unopened municipal road allowances.
But the availability of these more sustainable routes can also depend
on variables such as other existing or planned land uses, government
policies, attitudes of adjacent landowners, environmental concerns and
even politics.
Other Factors: Many other factors are also involved. Is the terrain steep
or flat? Rugged or rolling? Dry or wet? Stable or unstable? Are there any
natural obstacles such as waterways, wetlands, cliffs, hills and forests
that must be taken into account? What about man-made obstacles such
as towns, super highways, buildings, gravel pits, reservoirs or active rail
lines? What about future urban development plans? Considerations like
permission for roads or railway crossings, use of existing bridges and the
difficulty of building the trail itself play an important role. Then there are
factors such as municipal by-laws, access to services, and public input.

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help
clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

CREDIT: Photos by Al Fletcher

Clubs must also be concerned with terrain-specific issues that
can impact future preparation, maintenance, grooming costs and
safety. Is it possible to make the trail wider on one route than
another? Where will there be fewer blind corners or hills? Placing
the trail in one location may help the snow base last longer by
protecting it from direct sunlight. Placing it in another may avoid
prevailing winds and drifting. Spring run-off can determine some
locations, to avoid expensive erosion repairs. What about trail
flooding if beavers are active? Farmland often merits special trail
placement: along fence lines, instead of directly across the field, or
in one field but not another, or maybe in a different field than last
winter due to crop rotation. And what about esthetic concerns such
as where the best scenery, staging areas, intersections or stopping
points can be found?
Loss of Trails: Even when a club successfully addresses all of the
above and opens a new trail, it may not last if snowmobilers upset
any individual landowner. Too many trails that should have been
permanent are being lost today because of inconsiderate people
who trespass during the winter (and other seasons, especially on
ATVs), do not stay on the trail, or cause property damage. When
these thoughtless behaviours result in a trail closure, the club has
to start this whole process all over again.
So the next time you encounter a trail appearing to have been
laid out by a 2-year old with a crayon, consider yourself lucky to
have one to ride at all — and do your best to protect its continuing
existence. GSOM

170 Bobcaygeon Rd. Minden • 705-286-6988

LOTS OF
PARKING!

Wed-Sun: 7am-3pm • Closed Mon & Tues • www.MollysBistroBakery.ca

Everything You Need To Know About Rides, Itineraries, Destinations and Gear

Discover Canada’s most popular site for touring riders!

What’s With The Permit Fee Increase?
2022 Seasonal and Classic Snowmobile Trail Permits
have gone up by 5 bucks. This is the first change after
a 3-year fee freeze. The increase is about how much
more it costs to fill-up of your truck thanks to higher
fuel prices – but groomers need many fill ups all winter
long. What’s more, building materials for trail necessities
like signage, bridges, warm up shelters and other
infrastructure have also increased.
In fact, about the only price that hasn’t gone up
since 2018 is for our volunteers. These dedicated
snowmobilers still contribute their time and efforts for
free to their local clubs – and the two best ways to help
them out is to volunteer yourself, and not complain
about the $5 increase that will make their jobs easier.

70 Guest Rooms • Suites & Wheelchair Accessible • Wawa Goose Bar & Grill • 18 Log Chalets with Fireplaces
• In-Room Coffee • Cable TV • Continental Breakfast • Wifi High Speed Internet • Fax & Photocopy Services •
Guest Computer Station • Fitness Centre • Guest Laundry Facility • Motorcycle & Snowmobile Friendly

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca
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at a trailside pit stop. Also, if other sleds have left tracks ahead
of you, which suddenly become smoothed over, you can be
certain there’s a groomer ahead. Generally, the more beat up
a trail is, the more likely it is that groomers will be out sooner
than later. More groomers are likely to be out just before and
immediately after a weekend, but you can encounter one any
time, especially after a fresh snowfall — but which way is it
going?

GROOMER

CREDIT: Photo courtesy of Kenny Johnston

b y T an ya K ing of
W ood y s T raction ,
with C raig N icholson

W

e share snowmobile trails with heavy industrial equipment called groomers. Here are some tips to help avoid unexpected encounters…
entire width on a narrower one.
Sure Signs: At night, spotting a groomer is easier: just watch for
the lights. During the day, it’s more difficult. One way to know for
sure if the groomers are out and where is to ask the local club or

When the Trail is Groomed on Your Side: If the trail ahead
of you looks freshly groomed only on your side, it may mean
there’s a groomer ahead going away from you that you may
catch up with. Again, check the snow consistency to estimate
how far ahead the groomer might be.
When the Trail is Groomed on the Other Side: Check out the
other side of the trail too. If it isn’t freshly groomed, but your
side is, that means the groomer is ahead, but could already be
started back toward you to do the other side. If the other side is
already groomed, but your side is not, that means the groomer
is likely behind you somewhere (if so, why didn’t you see it?).

Great news for snowmobilers touring in Algoma Country! Word is that the iconic
Halfway Haven is confident they will be open for at least fuel this winter, with
possible limited food and lodgings. Halfway Haven owners have worked tirelessly
with many supportive stakeholders over the summer to resolve their issues,
although staffing remains a concern.
Announced last spring, the possible closure of the only rest stop and sanctuary
on TOP Trail D, between Searchmont and Wawa, would have effectively closed
almost 1,000 kilometres of trails north of Sault Ste Marie. Why? Because Halfway
is the only groomer fuel and operator accommodations on route, so no grooming
without it. The closure would also have denied snowmobile access from the south
to the trails that connect the towns of Wawa, Dubreuilville, White River, Marathon,
Manitouwadge, Hornepayne, Hearst and Chapleau.

Abandoned Groomers: Occasionally, a groomer will break down or get so badly stuck
that it has to be abandoned temporarily. Usually, the operator marks the trail ahead and
behind somehow as warning, but you can still come up on the unexpected obstacle very
quickly. Depending on when and where the problem occurred, there may not be a fresh
groomed trail to tip off riders that a groomer is blocking the trail ahead!
Final Tips: It’s always wise to be extra cautious when you spot any groomer activity,
because there could be multiple groomers out that are smoothing different trails, but
using the one you are on as an access route. And whenever you come across a freshly
groomed section of trail, stay off the groomed surface if at all possible to avoid damaging
it before it sets properly. If staying off isn’t possible, then at least take it very easy, with
no track spinning, hard accelerations or fishtail cornering that can quickly destroy the
fresh surface and waste all the money just spent on trying to make the trail smooth. GSOM
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Meeting a groomer on the trail can be scary. You can gauge your risk by assessing
each trail for the likelihood of a groomer encounter. For instance, if the trail is a wide
logging road, utility corridor or rail trail, you should be able to see a groomer from
much farther away than on tighter, woodland trail. Similarly, on a wider trail, you’ll
likely have more space to get past a groomer, whereas the groomer may take the

When the Whole Trail is Groomed: If the entire surface is
freshly groomed on both sides, check to see where the outside
edge of the drag has left its most recent mark. If it’s to the left
of centre, that means your side was most recently groomed, so
if there is a groomer ahead, it should be going away from you.
Alternatively, if the drag mark is on your side of the trail (to
the right of centre), it means the last pass was probably headed in the direction you’re coming from, so meeting a groomer
ahead is unlikely.
If the trail is narrow enough that the drag has groomed the
entire trail in one pass, leaving no drag mark, it’s hard to know
which way the machine was headed. But if you haven’t already
passed it, it’s more likely to be ahead. If the snow surface is fairly hard, that means the trail has had some time to set, so the
groomer is likely far ahead or gone completely. If it’s still soft,
that machine might be just around the next corner.

Halfway Haven Update

CREDIT: Martin Lortz for Destination Ontario
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trail traction

track, be sure to get a stud specifically designed for this application. These
factors will help you determine what kind, type, quality, length and pattern to
install, and how many push-thru studs to buy.
For trail riding, your best bet is carbide tipped studs, which offer good
abrasion resistance to stay sharp longer. But when your studs (or carbides) lose
their edge, use Go Safe sharpening tools from OFSC Partner BiteHarder (for a
great deal, click on ofsc.on.ca/rider-advantage/).
If you’re at all handy, studs are relatively easy to install yourself using a
manufacturer provided template and special drill bit. Whether self-installed
or by someone else, be absolutely certain a tunnel protector kit is included to
protect your tunnel or heat exchanger.
Today, most experienced trail riders swear by studs and wouldn’t leave
home without them. How about you? GSOM
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O F S C S taff R eport

level, studs can’t save the day or compensate for poor judgement.
Anyone who relies on studs to stop their sled in time, or who rides
faster because they have studs, is asking for trouble.
Other Considerations: So what else do you need to know about
studs? Consider the horsepower of your sled and its track length
and lug height, plus your weight, riding style, how much mileage
you do each season, what your normal riding conditions are and
how long you intend to keep the sled. If your sled has a single ply

studs

make your ride

• Located on HWY 62 S in Barry’s Bay. Top Trail B & E109 on Kamaniskeg Lake.
• 8 double rooms with tv, fridge, coffee maker and free WIFI.
• 6 suites complete with fridge, microwave, propane fireplace and jacuzzi bath.
• Snowmobile parking right outside your door!
• Full service restaurant open 7:30am to 8pm 7 days a week
• Snowmobile packages available, call for more info.

safer

A

utomobiles used to ride on the same tires year round. Today, savvy winter drivers switch to “snow” tires for greater traction, control, safety
and peace of mind on the roads. In yesteryear, many snowmobilers rode on whatever track came as standard equipment on their sled,
without alterations or additions. Today, astute sledders have expanded their definition of “standard equipment” to include different kinds of
tracks and top quality studs so they can be safer on the trails.
All The Help You Can Get: As with so much of
the snowmobile technology we enjoy today,
track traction used the racetrack for a test lab.
But the ultimate mission is to develop the best
possible results for consumer use. Yet some
snowmobilers still shy away from studs. They
see studs as “performance” products that aren’t
necessary for normal snowmobilers engaging in
“normal” trail riding.
Of course, that depends on your definition
of normal. For experienced trail riders, “normal”
means encountering a wide range of trail
surface conditions, many encountered suddenly
and unexpectedly.
How many times have you hit unforeseen icy
patches? What happens when the hilly surface
is polished smooth by previous sleds? How’s
your traction on a trail that was groomed the
night before and frozen solid into a polished
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sheet by morning? Do you feel in control on an
ice crossing bare of snow?
Some would argue that just slowing down
would help – and certainly going too fast can
make things more precarious. But the plain fact
is that riding on the white stuff is inherently
risky because of the physics of limited traction
between hard rubber and frozen surfaces. Plus,
abrupt and unpredictable surface changes
require instant reaction and quick reflexes, so
you need all the help you can get.
Benefits of Studs: Fortunately, studs are
the best equalizer. A properly studded track
provides a rider with better control, improved
handling and increased stopping capability.
It also delivers a more predictable balance
between the upfront cut of your carbides and
the back-end grip of your sled. With studs, you’ll

also do less track spinning during acceleration
and experience less slip-sliding on corners and
slippery surfaces.
One other consideration is when riding
with others who have studded sleds. You
may be at a disadvantage unless your sled is
studded too. Without picks, your sled won’t
perform like theirs will — and that could make
it difficult for you to settle comfortably into the
rhythm of the group ride. All in all, high quality
studs and carbides will help make you a more
comfortable, confident and capable rider – all of
which contributes to your personal safety, the
safety of others and to safer snowmobile trails.
But here’s a cautionary note. Studs are
intended to help limit the inherent risks you
take while trail riding within your abilities and
expertise. Just like with winter tires, if you push
beyond your comfort zone and proficiency

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca

705-472-0810

Ramada Pinewood Park Resort North Bay has the largest year-round outdoor heated swimming pool in Northern Ontario! Situated right on the trail system, Ramada
can accommodate your group, boasting 102 rooms, suites and jacuzzi suites. Other
on-site amenities include casual dining, lounge, whirlpool, and exercise room.
Snowmobilers can take advantage of our on-site secure sled lock-up, while gas is
available across the street. Contact the hotel for snowmobiler packages.

201 Pinewood Park Drive, North Bay, Ontario P1B 8Z4

https://www.ramadapinewoodparkresort.com/

Buy your permit early to save $$ and help clubs prepare trails at ofsc.on.ca
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Getting Ready For Winter
Photo Credit: Virgil Knapp for Destination Ontario

A Prepping Primer for Tow Vehicles & Trailers

F

all is the time to get your tow vehicle and trailer ready for winter. It’s been several months since they’ve been put to the test of harsh, winter
road conditions. Maybe even longer than that. All the more reason to act now and get prepped for the snow.

Your tow vehicle is probably set up for summer driving;
your snowmobile trailer may have been parked since last
spring. So don’t just hook them up at the beginning of
this season and never look back. That’s a sure recipe for a
roadside breakdown or premature deterioration that can
cause long-term damage.
Tow Vehicle Prep
Each component of your tow vehicle plays a critical
role in getting you safely to your destination without
incident. This applies to everything from transmission
to tow package and from winter tires to winter oil. It’s a
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good idea to enroll in a roadside assistance program that includes towing both your vehicle
and trailer to a repair shop. Otherwise in the event of breakdown, you may have to abandon
your precious trailer and sleds on the shoulder or pay lots extra to get them hauled along
with you.
Before trailering, winterize your tow vehicle with a special service, including transmission,
rear differential, radiator, brakes and suspension. Experts also recommend snow tires, winter
wipers and washer fluid, and lubing all keyholes. Let your service advisor know that you do a
lot of winter towing and to check your tow package and electrical hook up. If you do get snow
tires installed, be sure to get them re-torqued on schedule. Regardless, hand check that your
rim nuts are tight before leaving so you don’t lose a tire or damage a rim on route.
If your vehicle doesn’t have trailering mirrors, get legal by purchasing a set add-ons so you
can see along the sides of your trailer properly.

Quality Inn

What Are Gift Cards Good For?

by P aul M c N i c hol and Craig N i c holson

By purchasing a Gift Card, family,
friends, business associates,
dealers, etc., can pay the fee for
a Classic or Seasonal full season
permit at early season rates
for someone (or for themself)
without needing to know their
ownership snowmobile details
(for example, if snowmobile not
yet delivered). Buying a Gift Card
online is simple. All you need is a valid email address, a permit
account (easy to set up) as well as the last name and postal code
of the intended recipient, and a valid credit card. Gift Cards
must be redeemed by the recipient through their own online
permit account before the permit expiry date - May 31st, 2022.
The last name and postal code on the Gift Card must match the
information on the recipient’s account. A Gift Card itself is not
a valid Snowmobile Trail Permit and cannot be used to legally
access OFSC Prescribed Trails.

Snowmobile Trailer Prep
Preventing breakdowns starts with the built-in reliability and
durability of a good quality trailer. It continues with proper and regular
maintenance (including trailer brakes if so equipped) to keep it in great
shape. This includes proper summerizing and off-season storage to
avoid premature structural or mechanical deterioration. At the same
time, it’s also important never to exceed a trailer’s weight capacity
while towing as that places undue stress on critical components that
can affect its reliability.
Whether you do it yourself or have it done, here’s what your preseason trailer service should include:

1525 Seymour St, North Bay, ON, P1A 0C5, CA
Phone (705) 495-1133

Located just
minutes from
North Gate
Shopping
Centre

Holiday Inn Express Pembroke
8 International Drive,
Pembroke, ON K8A 6W5

855.629.1990 • www.hiexpembroke.com

Come and stay
in one of our
comfortable
rooms and
enjoy all of
winter’s
attractions
right out our
back door.

TOP “B” TRAIL

Wheel Bearings: Low grease, road dirt, moisture and sitting parked
for months can wreak havoc on our wheel bearings. So you should
inspect, clean and repack them. Also, be sure to check grease level
throughout the season.

Photo credit: Craig Nicholson, The Intrepid Snowmobiler
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Tires: Inspecting your trailer tires is especially essential if you haven’t looked at them until now. Or if
they are older or if you’ve stored your trailer outside without protecting them. Check for tread wear,
sidewall cracks and bulges (both sides) that could lead to a flat or blow out. If all is good, then make
a habit of checking the tire pressure regularly to the manufacturer’s recommended specs. And don’t
forget to include your spare – and make sure it actually fits your trailer rims! At the same time, double
check that all the wheel nuts are present and tight.
Lights: Although faulty running and signal lights aren’t
likely to leave you stranded in the middle of nowhere,
they can be very dangerous while driving. Their absence
is also highly likely to attract police attention. At the same
time, inspect the wire and electrical connector that plugs
into your tow vehicle. It’s also a good idea to periodically
apply a dab of dielectric grease to the prongs of the male
connector.

Last Season By The Numbers
Long before snow arrived last winter, the
OFSC allocated about 80% of 2021 permit
revenue into “get ready” trail infrastructure
projects and over 79 groomers, including:
•
•
•
•

13 new groomers
15 new grooming drags
43 groomer upgrades & refurbishments
8 groomers dedicated as emergency
spares or used for spare parts

Stay On Trail Video Debuts

Lube & Protect: Take a can of spray lube to all
pivoting points, including door and ramp hinges.
Don’t forget the fuel & front access doors, locks
and tongue jack if your trailer is so equipped. If
your trailer has any grease nipples, give them a
shot from a grease gun.
More Preventative Tips: As with your tow vehicle,
after every trip it’s a good idea to pressure wash
the full exterior of your snowmobile trailer,
including the wheels and underside. If you have
time pre-season, get a good corrosion protection
product and coat all components susceptible to
corrosion from exposure to road grim and salt or
exposure to the elements. Otherwise, get it done
before storing at season’s end.
All of the preceding tips should be part of your
regular preventative maintenance program starting
with a new tow vehicle and trailer, and throughout
every season thereafter. But they say that the best
preventative maintenance is proper preparation
for storing your trailer over the summer. So getting
that done right should make your pre-season prep
easier and less expensive too.
For many of us, trailering to the snow is now
a fact of winter life, whether we’re riding local
or far away. That makes your tow vehicle and
snowmobile trailer just as important as your sled.
So it’s really important to look after them upfront,
as if your ability to go snowmobiling depends on
it, because it does! . GSOM
Paul McNichol is the owner of Alumite Enterprises,
distributor of Triton Trailers
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SMALL MOTORS, INC.

After the snow came, about 20% permit
revenue paid for over 81,200 grooming
hours and ongoing groomer maintenance
across the Province.

Hitch & Coupler: Your hitch set up includes tow vehicle
hitch ball, trailer hitch coupler & safety chains. Make sure
nothing is loose, broken or otherwise out of whack. At
the same time, spread a dab of grease on the surface of
the hitch ball and make sure your trailer is towing level,
not angled up or down from the ball.

As early buyers already know, before any online permit transaction is completed this
season, purchasers must view the OFSC’s new “Stay On The Trail” video. This antitrespassing message, with clips and images sourced from Destination Ontario and OFSC
archives, highlights the serious crisis of trail closures caused by snowmobilers wandering
off OFSC trails on private property. It is intended to heighten awareness, encourage
socially acceptable trail behaviour and empower each of us to Take The Pledge (see page
6) to stop trail closures.

RICKWARD’S

WARNING: Professional
rider on a closed course.
Polaris® recommends that
all snowmobile riders
take a training course. Do
not attempt maneuvers
beyond your capability.
Always wear a helmet
and other safety apparel.
Never drink and ride.

KEARNEY, ONTARIO
rickwards.com • 705-636-1596

Grand Tappattoo Resort

Located on the D123 Trail

LSnow

15%
off

Located on Trail 211
connecting to C103D and Trail
26 just off Hwy 400 exit 217.
Experience our 4 season
Resort offering the Forrest
Restaurant and the Sumac
Lounge to relax after a long
day on the Trail.
30 Tapatoo Trail,
Seguin, Ontario P2A 0B2

705-378-2210
www.grandtappattoo.com
info@grandtappattoo.com
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HEARST BEST Snowmobile DESTINATION IN ONTARIO

GET YOUr

ontario snowmobile trail permit*

Over 1200 km of groomed trails plus endless back country possibilities.

GUIDED TOURS AVAILABLE

TODAY!

www.wyndhamhotels.com/Super8hearst

Snowmobile
Package
AVAILABLE

www.companion-hotel-motel.com

Explore more than 30 snow tours
Choose exciting day rides or multi-day tours
Visit 100s of snowmobile-friendly communities
Discover 1000s of hospitality services

•
•
•
•
•

• On OFSC Trail • Resto & Bar
• Heated Garage on Site
• Boxed Lunch available

1-888-468-9888

1-855-362-4361

930 Front Street

Snowmobile Paradise Ontario Welcomes You!

On OFSC Trail
Indoor Pool
Spa & Sauna
Free Breakfast
Parking at your door

1004 Front Street

OEM DEALERS WITH EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE TO GET YOU BACK ON THE TRAILS ASAP

Photo credit: Martin Lortz for Destination Ontario
Parts (705) 362-4400
Showroom (705) 362-8900
Fax (705) 362-8074
807 Front Street

Permit fees and full terms and conditions available at ofsc.on.ca.
A $7.50 processing fee applies for each full season permit purchased.

Ontario law requires a 2022 Snowmobile Trail Permit to access OFSC Prescribed Trails.

*Fees go up at 12am EST on November 2, 2021. Your transaction must be completed and checked out prior to this time.
GSM Permit Page Pre Nov 1 2020.indd 1

2021-09-21 1:13:24 PM

705-362-4287
208 Hwy 11 East
Hearst, ON P0L 1N0

www.plsales.com

705 362-4858
1 877 755-3235
9 Fontaine Drive
lebelchainsaw.ca

